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Abstract. One of the main features of “post mining” research relates to available methods for monitoring mine-degradation processes that could directly threaten surface infrastructures. In this respect, GISOS, a French scientific interest group, is investigating techniques for monitoring the eventual collapse of underground cavities. One of the methods under investigation was monitoring the stability of a salt cavity through recording microseismic-precursor signals that may indicate the onset of rock failure. The data were recorded in a salt mine in Lorraine (France) when monitoring the controlled collapse of 2 000 000 m³ of rocks surrounding a cavity at 130 m depth. The monitoring in the 30 Hz to 3 kHz frequency range highlights the occurrence of events with high energy during periods of macroscopic movement, once the layers had ruptured; they appear to be the consequence of the post-rupture rock movements related to the intense deformation of the cavity roof. Moreover the analysis shows the presence of some interesting precursory signals before the cavity collapsed. They occurred a few hours before the failure phases, when the rocks were being weakened and damaged. They originated from the damaging and breaking process, when micro-cracks appear and then coalesce.

From these results we expect that deeper signal analysis and statistical analysis on the complete event time distribution (several millions of files) will allow us to finalize a complete typology of each signal families and their relations with the evolution steps of the cavity over the five years monitoring.

1 Introduction

BRGM (the French Geological Survey), along with INERIS, INPL and MINES ParisTech, is a partner in GISOS (the French Research Group on the Impact and Safety of Underground Works), which is responsible for studying the safety and hazards of abandoned mines. One of the main scientific aims of this group is to determine the mechanisms of cavity collapse using both simulation and observation. In this respect, GISOS is in particular attempting to identify and evaluate the capacity of geophysical (microseismic, hydroacoustic) and geotechnical (extensometer, inclinometer) techniques for monitoring salt cavities’ stability.

The experimental site selected for this study is at Cerville-Buissoncourt (a few kilometres southeast of Nancy, France) where cavity collapse is the normal consequence of subsurface salt extraction. This site gives GISOS the exceptional opportunity of observing a collapse. In 2004–2005, work began on new extraction facilities and the mine operator kindly agreed to collaborate on the experiment with the GISOS teams. The different organizations involved in GISOS installed an extensive set of sensors to delineate the cavity environment and monitor its behaviour and evolution from the stable state to collapse. The monitoring lasted for five years before the cavity collapse occurred in February 2009.

The objective in this experimental programme was to monitor microseismic activity at field scale in the same way that acoustic emission (AE) are monitored at sample scale, noting that the temporal variation of the AE level (or cumulated level) appears to be related to a variation of temporal stress and strain within the sample. We expected to show how the temporal variation of microseismic activity is related to the variation of temporal stress and strain in the rocks around
and above the cavity. The aim was neither to characterize each kind of specific event nor to localize their source. We wanted to monitor the collapse as a continuous global event and eventually to focus on recorded features which may precede the collapse.

Here, after a summary dealing with AE research, we describe the main aspects of the salt mine’s situation and activity and the technique used for salt extraction. We then analyse the data recorded during the period of collapse, and discuss the processes applied to the data. Finally we consider the interpretation of the signals within a global analysis of the collapse mechanism.

2 Acoustic Emission (AE)

2.1 A few definitions and a short story

Acoustic Emission (AE) is an elastic wave emission in a solid body resulting from energy released during stress loading. Although the released stress can have different origins, it appears that movement (at microscopic level) is inevitably involved. The most commonly reported mechanism is crack, or micro-crack, formation whereby the AE can be related to destructive events leading to rupture.

AE were first reported around 1936 related to material rupture under stress in the metallurgical research field. They were first mentioned in the Geoscience field by Obert (1941) based on field observations made in 1938. Then came a lot of laboratory experiments that revealed a close relationship between AE and sample strain, particularly at the ‘instance of rupture’. Although AE appears to be a constant phenomenon, each experiment showed differences that can be related to the applied technology, the recorded values, the method of stress loading, the nature and quality of the sample (presence of grains, particle size, homogeneity, former cracks, etc.) (Lei et al., 2000; Priykl et al., 2003). AE monitoring is now currently used in a lot of Geoscience research as a non-destructive method for observing damages in a solid body under stress (up to rupture) (Obert, 1977; Hardy, 2003; Bakhshaiesh, 2009), as well as in a lot of other scientific or industrial activities related to stability and mechanical processes, such as ceramics, metallurgy, concrete and building, and electricity (Dalmas et al., 2001; Toubal et al., 2006; Geng, 2006; Shaira, 2006; Lichet, 2006; Sagaidak and Elizarov, 2007; Berbaoui et al., 2009; Kuo, 2009).

It may be easier to consider AE as a set of Acoustic events (Aev), which are elementary mechanical waves, induced by strain and emitted during mechanical stress on a solid body.

As technology became more refined, it became possible to take into account the evolution of the AE parameter with respect to time or stress variations, in measuring parameters such as activity (cumulated number of Aev, or equivalent time rate), Aev temporal shape, characteristic frequency values (main frequency, spectrum, etc.; Ding et al., 2004; Kui et al., 2007), Aev amplitude, Aev duration, a characteristic time value (upset, decrease, etc.; Majeed and Murthy, 2001; de Ronde et al., 2007), Aev energy and cumulate energy, and the location of Aev sources within the samples. Some people introduced a statistical approach and used the properties of the AE set b-value (relation between Aev magnitude and number; Michihiro et al., 1997; Lei et al., 2000, 2003; Ra and Prasanna Lakshmi, 2005; Lei, 2006; Smith et al., 2009), crack coalescence (evolution of the Aev source location related to time or stress rate). These formalisms use simple (statistical) to highly complex (fractal, etc.) approaches (Kuksenko et al., 1987; Baddari and Frolov, 1997; Lei et al., 2003; Moura et al., 2005, 2006; Lei, 2006; Vilhelm et al., 2008).

Several authors propose relationships between the shape of the Aev and the type of damage or strain and its location (To and Glasera, 2005; de Ronde et al., 2007). In this way, the Aev can be related to a rupture or strain mechanism at microscopic level: grain rupture, cement rupture, cement unstitching from the grain, pore or cavity collapse, cover rupture, cover scaling, grain sliding, fracture sliding, and so on.

Once various results showed that AE can be used to monitor the rupture process, AE changed from being a purely research subject to being a research tool. Various studies have been performed with measuring AE in laboratory (Lockner, 1993) as a part of their standard monitoring technology set (along with stress, strain, sound velocity, and resistivity). Many scientists involved in seismic-hazard research now use AE as a seismicity simulation model (Baddari and Frolov, 1997; Lei, 2003; Lei et al., 2003) and work on the sample shape (former cracks, heterogeneous block contact, contact surface shape, etc.). Some researchers use AE to monitor strain when no rupture happens, such as monitoring porosity decrease (Fortin et al., 2009). Moreover, AE monitoring is becoming more and more used in determining precursory patterns to failure at local scale. In particular, it is used in structural damage diagnosis of buildings (Carpinteri et al., 2007), in rockburst mines analysis (Armstrong, 1969; Leymon, 1975; Senfaute et al., 1997; Srinivasan et al., 1999; Lai et al., 2009), and in ground instabilities, such as rocky cliff instabilities (Willenberg et al., 2002; Kolesnikov et al., 2003; Amitrano et al., 2005; Senfaute et al., 2005, Senfaute et al., 2009, Amitrano et al., 2010, Gaffet et al., 2010; Got et al., 2010; Helmssetter and Garambois, 2010), and mudslides (Chichibu et al., 1989; Dixon et al., 1996, 2003; Amitrano et al., 2007).

2.2 Relationships between Acoustic Emission (AE) and damages

Several authors, on the basis of sample studies, agree in describing the evolution to the rupture of a solid body under stress as a step process (Linder et al., 1990; Lavrov and Shkuratnik, 2005; Lei, 2006), i.e.:
1. Loading: the solid body reacts uniformly to the stress; the strain is small and reversible and the Aev show little energy or magnitude and a low activity. As the stress increases, the Aev associated with internal movement changes to Aev related to the first damages (microfracturation, scaling, etc.), which nevertheless remain small, uniformly distributed and unrelated.

2. Fracture growth: with further stress increase, the strain and damages also increase to reach a stage where the damages can no longer remain unrelated to one another; the appearance of one leads to the appearance of another. Due to the imperfection of real bodies (anisotropy, lack of homogeneity, earlier defaults, etc.), the damages and associated AE evolve from a uniform to a localized distribution. This leads to the formation of defined pathways along which the damages and Aev sources concentrate. AE activity and energy also tend to grow exponentially as the strain and damages increase (in terms of number and size) and become localized, and the strain becomes irreversible.

3. Rupture: the damages and localized Aev pathways eventually become rupture pathways. Macroscopic movements occur and fractures appear, sometimes abruptly, whilst the strain rate, damages and AE become explosive. Nevertheless, depending on the strain rate and body size, rupture can be a drawn out process.

3 Site context, collapse mechanism

3.1 Geological context and salt dissolution technology

The monitored cavity is located on a plateau in the east of France. The salt beds, about 100 m thick at a depth of 185 m, are overlain by soft layers, mainly clay and marl, with some limestone and sandstone intervals. At a depth of 120 m within this stack (see Fig. 1) is a very rigid dolomite bed (∼10 m thick) known as the “Dolomie de Beaumont” (DdB) which provides stability for the salt cavity due to its high mechanical strength.

The mine operator uses dissolution technology along a straight-line of boreholes connected at their bottom by hydraulic fracturing. The salt is extracted from brine pumped out at one end of the path while clear water is injected at the other (Fig. 1). The injected water dissolves the salt and forms a cavity near the injection borehole. As extraction proceeds, this cavity grows and extends upward into the overlying clay and marl layers. These in turn collapse until the “DdB” layer is reached. Because of this layer’s strength, the cavity now can only grow horizontally; this weakens the “DdB” which will eventually collapse along with all the overlying layers once the cavity is large enough.

3.2 Collapse mechanism

Considering that the mine operator will extract all the salt, cavity collapse is unavoidable. Nevertheless it can be planned and controlled by regulating the cavity’s mechanical stability (or instability) and constraining its stress state. One method is to control the water level within the mine site since this pushes up the roof cavity. Pumping out the brine draws down the water level, thus decreasing the inside pressure. This, in turn, increases the stress within the rocks, but in a complex way with variations depending on the cavity geometry and on former fractures.

The stress variations can be evaluated from the water level monitored by the operator during the controlled collapse operation. Here the water level was about 27 m deep at the beginning of the operation.

4 Method and sensors sets

4.1 Monitoring-sensor sets

The use of the hydrophone is very attractive as this sensor is well coupled with the medium. It allows recording the acoustic activity with a high sensitivity over a large range of frequencies. Indeed, the spectrum content of the recorded event depends on the event itself, and on the attenuation of the signal between the source location and the sensor. If we consider a simple source model, the corner frequency $f_c$ is linked to the source dimensions following the relationship:

$$f_c = \frac{\zeta c}{r_0}$$

where $c$ is the body-wave velocity in the vicinity of the source, $r_0$ is the source dimension, and $\zeta$ is a constant that depends on the particular source model.

The smaller the source, the higher the frequency corner is. Furthermore, the amplitude of the signal emitted decreases during the propagation, due to geometrical expansion, as well as the attenuation of the material related to an elastic behaviour of the material. The first term decreases with the inverted squared distance of propagation. The second one depends on the material nature and on its fracturation state.
The intrinsic attenuation depends on the frequency as it is described in the following equation (Aki and Richards, 1980):

\[ A(r) = A_0 \exp\left(-\pi \cdot R \cdot f / c \cdot Q\right) \]  

(2)

Where \( r \) is the distance of propagation, \( A_0 \) is the signal amplitude at source, \( A(r) \) is the observed signal amplitude at sensor, \( f \) is the seismic frequency, \( Q \) is the quality factor. The attenuation is higher for high frequencies.

The frequency bandwidth of the sensor is chosen large, (from 30 Hz to 180 kHz) allowing us to record a large range of phenomena size, from centimetres to hectometres.

The design of the hydroacoustic monitoring array is based on the context site (cavity filled with brine, dimension and depth of the cavity), the geology (in particular with the presence of a rigid “DdB” layer) and technical constraints. The location of the hydrophones is chosen in relation to the location of the “DdB” layer and to the subsurface cavity, as determined from the well logging data supplied by the operator (see the green contour of about 150 m diameter in Fig. 2; the pink contour in this figure marks the edge of the sinkhole immediately after the collapse, and the red contour the edge of the sinkhole three weeks after the collapse).

A complete description of all the sensors from each team is given in Appendix A. The hydroacoustic measurements came from a set of three ITC hydrophones (180 kHz bandwidth, −143 dB sensitivity) installed in two boreholes (red points):

- one hydrophone (Ch1) installed in Borehole S2225 and within the cavity zone at the level of the “DdB” layer (125 m). This sensor turned out not to be in the centre of the collapse as expected, but very close to the collapse border (pink limit);
- two hydrophones in Borehole SCT 21 outside the cavity zone; hydrophone 2 (Ch2) near the level of the salt roof (185 m) and hydrophone 3 (Ch3) at the level of the “DdB” layer (125 m).

The Ch1 and Ch2 hydrophones were associated with a set of filters and amplifiers which split the signal into three frequency bands:

- low frequencies from 30 Hz to 3 kHz (LF),
- medium frequencies from 3 to 30 kHz (MF),
- high frequencies from 30 to 180 kHz (HF),

which recorded the RMS intensity (1 s sample rate), HF events (4 ms long, sample rate at 1 MHz) and LF (0.5 s long, sample rate at 10 kHz). All events (HF and BF) were recorded on level triggering. The Ch3 hydrophone had only a HF bandwidth and therefore only recorded the HF events.

The strain measurements came from a set of three extensometers installed in a same borehole (Fig. 2, crossed circle) to monitor the deformation of the “DdB” layer. They were anchored from the surface to lie above, within and below the dolomite layer and named according to their depth (113, 125 and 129 m).
4.2 Event definition

Many microseismic surveys aim at localizing the event source, allowing magnitude computation. For that, it is necessary to get events recorded by a maximum of sensors (minimum: 4, typically: 6 to 8) at the same time, leading to some choices in both recording and results computing. In this study, the objective was not to localize the events. Each BF recorded file is used as an event: each BF file is 0.5 s long with trigger time at 0.1 s. The threshold level is fixed at three times the noise level. The recording system is adapted to record again immediately at the end of the current recorded file. Thus the whole signal is recorded in case the threshold value is attained. In this case, it may lead to redundancy in the first hundred milliseconds of the record. A process is applied to the recorded signal to remove the redundancy.

When events shorter than the file length and with amplitude greater than the threshold happen at a very short time lapse, they may be recorded in a unique file; in this case the number of events is underestimated, but the energy computation and its time localization is correct (at a scale greater than the file time length).

That is why we chose to work on the time energy repartition instead of on the time event repartition.

4.3 Amplitude and energy computation

There is a direct link between the amplitude of acoustic pressure \( p \), acoustic intensity \( I \) and acoustic power \( P \) as the acoustic intensity is the power flux across a surface \( S \):

\[
I = \frac{p^2}{Z} = \frac{dP}{dS}
\]  

where \( Z \) is the acoustic impedance \( Z = C \times \rho \), product of the sound celerity: \( C \), and the bulk density: \( \rho \). As the power is the temporal variation of energy \( W \): \( P = dW/dt \), let us introduce the sound displacement \( dx \) in the preceding equation; this leads to:

\[
I = \frac{p^2}{Z} = \frac{(dW \times dx)}{(dS \times dt \times dx)}
\]  

Where \( dx/dt \) is the sound celerity \( C \), and \( dS \times dx = dV \) \( (V \) is the volume); it comes:

\[
I = \frac{p^2}{Z} = \frac{dW}{dV \times C}
\]

So, for a unitary volume \( (dV = 1 \text{ m}^3) \), we may write:

\[
dW = I/C = \frac{p^2}{(Z \times C)}; \text{ unit is in } \text{Jm}^{-3}.
\]

We used brine values for computations:

- Bulk density: \( \rho = 1197 \text{ kg m}^{-3} \)
- Sound celerity: \( C = 1700 \text{ m s}^{-1} \)
- Acoustic impedance: \( Z = 2.034 \times 10^5 \text{ Pa.s m}^{-1} \)

5 Data analysis

In this article, we focus our analysis on the low frequency events (from 30 Hz to 3 kHz). The results obtained regarding the signals acquired in the high frequency bandwidth are interesting and could be the subject of another paper.

5.1 Signal typology: “seismic” and “X” signals

Each hydrophone channel collected a large amount of data during the five years of monitoring. Here we shall focus only on analysing the records from 2008 to 2009, during which time more than 500,000 events were recorded. We tried to find significant descriptions for the different kinds of events so as to be able to divide them into specific subsets; these proved invaluable in our study of the controlled collapse, where we obtained especially good results from the LF event set.

We were able to distinguish two major kinds of signals from the temporal spectral shapes, samples of which are shown in Fig. 3:

- Most of the recorded signals (\( \sim 86\% \)) were variations of a usual seismic signal with a strong beginning and a
Fig. 4. Separation of “X” and “seismic” event families on a RATIOFREQ versus DISP crossplot (a: samples, b: set of 120 000 events).

Fig. 5. Evolution of stress, strain and AE energy during the controlled collapse.

- The second kind of signal has uncommon characteristics. It shows a uniform distribution of short spiky signals along the time window, indicating a lower overall energy value and a lower statistical dispersion. The frequency representation shows major lines at the lower frequencies (100 to 600 Hz) and a less extensive spectrum in the high frequencies. The major lines are more energetic, albeit with an overall energy that is lower than that of the “seismic” signal lines of equivalent temporal maximum amplitude. Some of them show a harmonic distribution of the lines. For convenience, we have termed them “X” signals and they only occur on Ch1 (inside the cavity zone).
The characteristics of the two signal types enabled us to use simple indicators for distinguishing them:

- The DISP indicator, in the temporal domain, represents the compactness of the energy distribution along the time window. It is the standard deviation of the RMS signal on five consecutive 0.1 s sub-windows inside the main 0.5 s window:

  \[
  \text{DISP} = \text{Standard Dev} \left( \text{RMS}_{0.1} \right) \quad (7)
  \]

- The Frequency Ratio indicator represents the relative proportion of low-amplitude frequency lines in the frequency spectrum. It is the number of samples with a value below the spectral mean divided by the number of samples with a value above the spectral mean:

  \[
  \text{RATIOFREQ} = \frac{\text{Number of spectral lines with a value below the spectral mean}}{\text{Number of spectral lines with a value above the spectral mean}} \quad (8)
  \]

The distribution of event samples in a diagram built with these two indicators shows a good separation of the two families (Fig. 4a), as does the density diagram built using more than 100,000 unsorted event files (Fig. 4b). These simple indicators thus enabled us to automatically split the entire LF event set into two subsets: “seismic” events and “X” events.

### 5.2 Distribution of the “seismic” and “X” event subsets

When analysing the behaviour of each signal type, we have to bear in mind the controlled-collapse scenario described from all the data recorded by the GISOS teams (Contrucci et al., 2010; Daupley et al., 2010a; Jousset et al., 2010; see Appendix B). The controlled collapse occurred between the 10 and 13 February 2009 and was provoked by pumping the brine. Three main events took place over the four days of the collapse process:

- Layer fracturing around a cylinder of rock in the layers above the cavity, which resulted in the cylinder slipping down on the 2nd day at \( \sim 18:30 \).\(^1\)
- Rupture of the residual competent dolomite layer on the 3rd day at \( \sim 07:10 \), which damaged the sensors located above the cavity and also the cavity,
- A final surface collapse on the 4th day at \( \sim 04:45 \).

The evolution of all the measurements over this period are shown on Figs. 5 and 6: i.e. water level, extracted water volume, cumulated energy of the LF event subsets, “seismic” events on the Ch1 hydrophone (Sev.Ch1) and Ch2 hydrophone (Sev.Ch2), “X” events on the Ch1 hydrophone (Xev.Ch1), and strain on the 113, 125 and 129 m extensometers. The two figures respectively show their temporal variation and the temporal variation of their time rates.

During the first part of the controlled collapse (from the start up to the first ruptures), the water-level (dark blue) and extracted water volume, cumulated energy of the LF event subsets, “seismic” events on the Ch1 hydrophone (Sev.Ch1) and Ch2 hydrophone (Sev.Ch2), “X” events on the Ch1 hydrophone (Xev.Ch1), and strain on the 113, 125 and 129 m extensometers. The two figures respectively show their temporal variation and the temporal variation of their time rates.

\(^1\) All times are given in Universal Time (UT)
a few hours after the first ruptures occurred around 18:30 on Day 2. From this moment on, and despite the pumping, the water level kept rising due to subsidence of the rock cylinder. The strain curves (orange and brown lines) follow the water-level variations up to the first ruptures, at which point they show a steep step.

The Sev.Ch1 curve (dark green) is quiet until the first ruptures, when its level raises almost uniformly until the second rupture damages the Ch1 hydrophone. The Sev.Ch2 curve (medium green) shows a succession of tranquil and active episodes, with particularly strong activity during $\sim$5 to 6 hours following the first ruptures.

The Xev.Ch1 curve (light green) shows a first main period of growth during Day 1 from $\sim$09:00 to 10:00, when the water level decreased by about 30 m – a level that corresponds to the level reached during pumping tests in 2005 and 2007. The “X” energy then increased stepwise until a dramatic acceleration during Day 2 from about 13:40 to 18:30, before the first ruptures at which point it becomes quiescent while other channels showed activity.

During the second period (between the first and second ruptures), the water level rose due to the cylinder subsidence, despite pumping. On Day 3, at $\sim$02:00, the extensometer 129 curve separated from the other two, which may indicate that the residual competent “DbB” layer had already begun to rupture at this time.

The Sev.Ch1 curve (dark green) shows a high and uniform increase until the Ch1 hydrophone is destroyed. At this point, the total cumulated energy is 4800 $\text{nanoJ m}^{-3}$ on the Sev.Ch1 curve.

The Sev.Ch2 curve (medium green) shows high activity for $\sim$2 h from the second rupture (this being its main period of energy increase). Of note is that the cumulated energy on the Sev.Ch2 curve at the moment of the second rupture is only $\sim$115 $\text{nanoJ m}^{-3}$, which is much lower than that on Channel 1.

“X” activity resumed again early in the morning of Day 3, from $\sim$02:00 to 04:00 when the extensometers separated during quiescence in the Sev.Ch2 curve. Note that the strong seismic activity (Sev.Ch1) during this period does not mask the “X” activity event set (Xev.Ch1) recorded on the same hydrophone.

At the moment the Ch1 sensor was damaged (i.e. at the second rupture), it can be seen that the cumulated energy on the Xev.Ch1 curve is only $\sim$80 $\text{nanoJ m}^{-3}$, which is much less than on the Sev.Ch1 curve.

Taking into account the time rate variations, one sees a good correlation between the extensometer curves and the Sev.Ch2 curve for the three main episodes: the first at the first rupture, the second $\sim$2 h later and the third $\sim$2 h before cavity sensors were damaged.

During the third period (from the second rupture to final collapse), the Sev.Ch2 curve (medium green) showed high activity during the third night up to the moment of final collapse.

6 Discussion

6.1 “X” and “Seismic” events’ significance

Both the “X” events and “seismic” events were recorded by the same hydrophone (Ch1), with the split process of event subsets only taking into account the intrinsic signal property of each event record. However, in relation to the collapse, the location of the hydrophones turned out not to be as predicted when they were installed. The Ch1 hydrophone in the “DbB” layer ended up being very close to the collapse margin ($\sim$12 m) rather than at the centre, and the Ch2 hydrophone, near the salt roof level, was farther away than expected ($\sim$95 m). The “seismic” events were recorded in both the Ch1 and Ch2 hydrophone event sets. Their respective energies are not of the same order; this could be due to the relative distance from the event sources; it can be assumed that the Ch2 hydrophone only received signals from the largest events with sufficient energy to travel $\sim$100 m and more in distance. Conversely, the Ch1 hydrophone appears to be very close to the expected location of the microseismic sources (at the edge of the collapse area).

It is interesting to note that the “X” events, which were recorded only by the Ch1 hydrophone and not the Ch2 hydrophone event set, always appeared before a period of intense strain, such as:

- when the decrease in water level reached 30 m, which is the value of the water-level drawdown reached during the 2005 and 2007 pumping tests;
- during a period of four hours before the first ruptures at the cavity border, as described by the proposed collapse mechanisms;
- during a period of two to three hours before the rupture within the residual “DbB” layer, as described by the proposed collapse mechanisms.

Both seismic event channels, however, show that extreme activity only occurred during periods of intense strain. Rock rupture is not an instantaneous process; even for a core sample during a test, it is a complex process as explained in § 2.2. It begins when the stress exceeds the sample resistance and lasts until the macroscopic failure. In this reported in situ experiment, GISOS teams identified several “macroscopic” failures followed by intense strains. The “seismic” events appear to be the consequence of these post-rupture rock movements related to the intense deformation of the cavity roof. But the “X” events occur before these periods of movement. This could mean that the X events come from the damaging and breaking process, in the same way that AE comes before sample destruction in a laboratory test, when micro-cracks appear and then coalesce (phase 2 of the breaking process).
A third way to represent the relationships between the different kinds of events is to plot “seismic” signal energy versus “X” signal energy (Fig. 7). This emphasises two aspects of what was recorded because it very clearly shows:

- the periods of quiescence and activity for each channel and

- the opposition between the “X” and “seismic” signals – i.e. when the “X” events are active, the “seismic” events are quiet, and vice versa.

The so called “seismic” signal may be associated with strain and related movements (e.g. piston slip, block slip) as a consequence of the rupture. Conversely, the “X” signal is associated with periods of little or no motion, which may represent episodes of stress loading and rock damage (i.e. partial and local breaks). The “X” signals appear before episodes of accelerated subsidence, when the cavity roof rocks are still in place but weakened:

- when subsidence increased on 11 February 2009 at \( \sim 18:30 \), the hard layer macroscopically broke at the cavity margin. “X” events were recorded over a period of five hours before this occurred;

- when subsidence dramatically increased on 12 February 2009 at \( \sim 07:00 \), the hard layer had already broken away. Again, “X” events were recorded over a period of five hours before motions occurred.

Our field observations back up the phase descriptions reported by other authors on sample experiments, even though relationships between field and laboratory experiments are not straightforward due to the difference in dimensions and complexity. We found a clear difference between the periods before macroscopic rupture (“X” events probably being related to microscopic rupture) and the periods following macroscopic rupture (“seismic” events probably being related to macroscopic motion).

6.2 “Kaiser effect”

The Xev.Ch1 curve shows a first main period of growth at the beginning of the experiment when the water level reached the level reached during former pumping tests in 2005 and 2007 (day 1 from \( \sim 09:00 \) to 10:00). This observation suggests a ‘Kaiser effect’ or at least a memory effect.

The “Kaiser effect” (Kaiser, 1950) was first observed and defined after cyclic loading experiments on metal samples. Then it was used and “extended” to other material fields, especially rocks. The objective was to reach the in-situ stress field (Holcomb, 1993) from laboratory loading experiments (laboratory stress is controlled and less complex than in situ).

Rocks show much more heterogeneities than metal, at grain scale, because of the grain distribution (dimensions, shape, nature . . . ) and the eventual matrix. That’s why the “Kaiser effect” in rocks is not universally admitted. Moreover, the complexity of contact surfaces involved in a real macroscopic geologic system leads us to admit that acoustic emissions due to strains may come from both breakings (at
any scale) and friction (from motions at any scale, along any surfaces). It is clear that breakings are single shot events and may not happen again before the precedent stress state is exceeded. This seems to be the main explanation of the ‘Kaiser effect’. On the contrary, motions may play during loading/unloading and rubbing may be expected in any case.

However that may be, considering the “X” events as rupture-generated events is in accordance with the interpretation of a “Kaiser effect”.

In this context, this observation could be a “Kaiser effect” if we can demonstrate that the former pumping tests and the last one reported here may look as a kind of cyclic load experiment where stresses grew as the system stays unchanged. It is not truly the case, because the rocks under the ‘DLB’ layer, at the cavity top, fell down in the cavity in several phases independent from the pumping tests. This means that neither the geometry nor the stress field remained stable during the time including the experiments.

7 Conclusions

Hydroacoustic monitoring of the controlled collapse of the Cerville-Buissoncourt salt cavity highlighted some interesting precursory signals before the cavity collapsed, with the cumulative energy evolution of the LF events. Particularly the analysis of the LF events led to the identification of two Aev families, here termed “X” events and “seismic” events. The two sets can be distinguished by their different signal energy distributions in both the time and frequency domains.

Time wise, it was noted that the “seismic” events occurred during periods of macroscopic movement, once the layers had ruptured; they appear to be the consequence of the post-rupture rock movements related to the intense deformation of the cavity roof; the “X” events occurred before these episodes when the rocks were being weakened and damaged. They come from the damaging and breaking process, when micro-cracks appear and then coalesce.

As with all preceding reports on this subject, it is clear that there are still aspects that need to be clarified before we can adapt the results to a tool for forecasting collapse. Particularly, we have to finalize a complete typology of each signal family as we expect variations (of shape or amplitude) due to the rock stress or strain variation. This work will involve the complete event time distribution over five years (several millions of files). Thus, with this aim in view, we shall need to perform a more deep signal analysis of each event type and a more deep statistical analysis of their distribution related to the known partial collapse events.

Appendix A

Instrument layout

Each GISOS team installed their own sensor sets according to the cavity margin determined from sonar well logging performed by the operator. The locations of these sensors are shown on Fig. 2, as is the cavity margin (green contour of about 150 m diameter).

- BRGM: 3 hydrophones (30 Hz to 3 kHz, 3 to 30 kHz, and 30 to 180 kHz frequency bands) in two drill holes (red points),
- INERIS: 11 down-hole and near-surface microseismic 1-D and 3-D probes (40 to 1000 Hz frequency band, 8 kHz sampling rate) to localize seismic events (brown points),
- BRGM: piezometers to monitor the water level of the Rhaetian aquifer inside the sandstone 60 m above the “DdB” layer (blue points),
- INERIS: an automated tacheometer (±3 mm vertical accuracy) to monitor the displacement of a set of 17 reflectors across the cavity zone (yellow square and diamonds),
- BRGM: a set of 3 extensometers in a same drill hole to monitor deformation of the “DdB” layer, and extending from the surface down to different depths so as to be above (113 m), inside (125 m) and below (129 m) the dolomite layer (crossed circle),
- INERIS: a differential GPS for RTK measurements (±5 mm vertical precision) with a stable base sensor and a mobile sensor at the middle of the anticipated collapse (green squares),
- BRGM (February 2009): 3 Gür alp CMG40-TD broad-band seismometer (0.016 to 50 Hz frequency band, 100 Hz sampling rate) in a 1-m-deep hole; two being associated with an accelerometer (green points),
- BRGM (February 2009): 1 continuously recording gravimeter (15 s sampling rate) (red square).

Appendix B

Collapse mechanisms

Based on a synthesis of all the monitoring results, including those presented in other publications (Contrucci et al., 2010; Daupley et al., 2010a, b; Jousset et al., 2010), the GISOS team can propose an overview of the collapse episodes (Fig. B1):
(a) From 10 February 2009 at 06:00 UT to 11 February 2009 at \(\sim\) 18:30 UT, pumping out the brine lowered the water level 60 m deeper. This led to increased stress inside the cavity roof and to a small subsidence at the surface (\(\sim\) 2 to 4 mm h\(^{-1}\)) revealed by both the extensometers and the topographic measurements (GPS, Tacheometer); little microseismic and hydroacoustic activity.

(b) At \(\sim\) 18:30 UT the first ruptures were much localized above the cavity margin; they cut out a kind of cylinder (150 m in diameter, 120 m thick). This episode had an impact on all the measurements with, in particular, high levels of microseismic and hydroacoustic activity.

(c) The cylinder began to slip down as a single unit. Subsidence then accelerated and the cylinder pushed down on the brine whose level then rose continuously despite pumping. The cylinder slip induced a continuous high level of activity on the hydrophone inside it (Ch1, near the margin). This episode lasted until the morning of 12 February 2009, with the beginnings of the competent “DdB” layer rupture taking place from \(\sim\) 02:00 to \(\sim\) 07:00 UT (“X” emissions).

(d) At \(\sim\) 07:00 UT, the competent “DdB” layer lost all its strength and gradually dislocated (until 10:00 UT). This led to the damaging of several sensors (hydrophone, microseismic sensor, extensometers in order of depth) and an acceleration of the subsidence. The members of monitoring teams heard earth rumbling and all the inside sensors showed strong activity before being damaged.

(e) As of 10:00 UT the subsidence rate, which had gently reached \(\sim\) 30 mm h\(^{-1}\), increased dramatically to \(\sim\) 70 mm h\(^{-1}\) over slightly more than 12 h; then at \(\sim\) 21:00 UT, it began to exponentially accelerate, reaching more than 1400 mm h\(^{-1}\) (last GPS measurement was at 04:26 UT) just before the surface collapse which occurred at 04:45 UT on 13 February 2009. The subsidence speedup was recorded on both the microseismic and hydroacoustic (Ch2) activity measurements.
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